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is a 2006 city building game developed by Deep Red Games and published by Atari. The game is a continuation of the original "" and was developed specifically for the Nintendo GameCube game console. The game has three characters, two locations, three modes, one type of weapon and six types of weapons (one type from each character). In this game, the developers tried to combine like the two main mechanics from the original
game. At the first levels, the hero moves on foot using the techniques from the original version, at the middle levels he manages to develop a jet engine, and at high levels he has the ability to fly. The player basically has to collect as many points as possible by making jumps and appearing in one place or another location. As a result, the player will have to collect all the items scattered on the ground. After the team is assembled and
account registration is available on the official website, the gameplay will undergo drastic changes. Each mission looks simple, but has a deep philosophical background, which is designed to show that once you achieve some kind of success, you have the opportunity to lose it. Developing his character, the player must learn to overcome obstacles on the way to the cherished goal. The path to each mission begins with the "Hero" mission,
an adventure in which the player will have to complete a series of different actions, find missing elements, and destroy various targets. At the end of each mission, the player gets points that give him a certain advantage in the next levels. This allows the player to accumulate experience points and start the passage of a whole series from one mission. The first mission of "Hero Saga" begins with the player crossing the road while driving a
black truck and colliding with a bumper. Soon the truck is a few steps away from him, but crashes as a result of the collision. From now on, the hero must deliver the passenger injured in the accident to the gas station, where he will be given first aid. Then the player will be asked to cope with a certain mission, receiving additional points for its passage. There are 16 tasks in total in the game. You have up to 15 minutes to complete
missions. Within the allotted time, the player needs to solve some technical problems (for example, using one left button to make the car levitate), as well as come up with an original way to move around the location (for example, walk on his hands or move on the ground on his feet). After the player solves the last task, he enters the "Survival" difficulty level, where he needs to fight zombies and other monsters. Another mission "Somewhere in Alaska" - offers to find important items,
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